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Asymptotic expansions are given for the distributions of latent roots of 
matrices in three multivariate situations. The distribution of the roots of the 
matrix S&9, + S&i, where S, is W,,,(q , L’, Q) and 5’s is W&z, , Z), is studied 
in detail and asymptotic series for the distribution are obtained which are valid 
for some or all of the roots of the noncentrality matrix Sa large. These expansions 
are obtained using partial-differential equations satisfied by the distribution. 
Asymptotic series are also obtained for the distributions of the roots of W’S, 
where S in W,,,(n, X), for large n, and SiS;‘, where Si is W&z, , C) and Ss is 
W&z,, C), for large n, + ns . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we derive asymptotic expansions for the distributions of latent 
roots of matrices in a number of multivariate situations. With the usual notations 
S - W,(n, 2, 8) denoting that the positive definite symmetric m x m matrix S 
has the noncentral Wishart distribution on n degrees of freedom, and S - 
W,(n, .Z) that S has the central Wishart distribution, we give a method for 
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370 CONSTANTINE AND MUIRHEAD 
deriving asymptotic series for the joint distributions of the roots of the following 
matrices: 
(i) L = n-V, where S N W,,(n, Z), for large n, (principal components); 
(ii) F = SISil, where S, and S, are independent, 
si - Wn(% Y  2i)~ i== 1,2,forlargen =n,+n,; 
(iii) B = S,(S, + S&l, where S, and S, are independent, 
Sl - W&l > ‘c Q>, sa - wn(% , 3, 
for some or all of the latent roots of D large, (multiple discriminant analysis). 
Multiple integral expressions and zonal polynomial series are available for 
these distributions but are usually worthless for numerical work in applications 
to inference in multivariate analysis. However, the asymptotic expansions are 
obtainable in terms of elementary functions (exponentials, rational functions, 
etc.) and permit numerical work. 
Case (i) above has been tackled by Anderson [I] and further developed 
by James [9, lo] and Chattopadhyay and Pillai [3]. Their method essentially 
is to take a multiple integral representation of the density function and derive 
its asymptotic behavior by a multivariate extension of Laplace’s method for 
integrals; i.e., approximate the integrand near its maximum value and modify 
the domain of integration in such a way that the errors of approximation are 
small, A similar approach was adopted by Chang [2] and others [3, 111 for 
case (ii). This method, while elementary, rapidly leads to intractable algebra. 
For example, the asymptotic series for case (i) was given by Anderson [l] only 
up to the term of order n-l for arbitrary m and up to terms of order nV2 for 
m < 4. 
The method adopted here takes the same starting point to derive the first 
or dominant terms of the asymptotic expansions, but then uses partial-dif- 
ferential equations satisfied by the distributions to successively calculate the 
terms of order +, n-2 ,... . Once again, the algebra eventually becomes 
formidable, but we give the terms up to and including O(nd) for cases (i) 
and (ii), and O(W~) for case (iii). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In terms of the hypergeometric functions pF, of two matrix arguments 
(see James [8]), the joint density functions of the roots of the matrices L, F, 
and B mentioned in Section 1 are, respectively, 
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’ fizi ( 1 wz’(n-m-l’ fi (Zi - Zj) ,F,(-(l/2) ?zL, A), (2.1) i<j 
(where A = Z-l), 
(1’2’(n1-m-1’ G (fi - fj) $,,((1/2)n; -F, A) (24 
(where n = n, + n2, A = .?Y,Zf::-), and 
. exp(tr _ (1/2)Q) 
( 1 
fi b, (1’2’(n1-m-1’ fi (1 - bpl2’(~z-~--l’ fi (6, - bj) 
i-l 1-l i<j 
where, in each case, it is assumed that the sample roots are ordered in decreasing 
order. In the following sections we derive asymptotic series for the hyper- 
geometric functions, for large n in (2.1) and (2.2), and for “large Q’ in (2.3). 
Before deriving the expansions there are a few preliminaries to be disposed of. 
First, we note HSU’S [6] extension of Laplace’s method for obtaining the 
asymptotic behavior of integrals. If the function f(z) = f(xl ,..., x,,J has an 
absolute maximum at an interior point 6 of a closed domain D in real m-dimen- 
sional space, then under suitable conditions, 
s VWI” 44 fJ‘% - Gw4’1’2’m We)]” dw(5)1”‘“, n + co, (2.4) n 
where the notation “a N b, n --t co” means that lim,,,(a/b) = 1, and d denotes 
the Hessian of -logf, i.e., 
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The rapidity of the convergence would appear to depend on the sharpness 
of the peak off(x) in the neighborhood of its maximum. 
In studying the distributions (2.1) and (2.3) we are led to investigate integrals 
of the form 
(2.5) 
O(m) being the group of orthogonal m x m matrices. The sharpness of the 
peaks of the integrand at its maxima depends on the “spread” of the roots of 
R and S. In fact, if some roots are equal the maxima are achieved not at single 
points but on whole submanifolds of O(m). We are therefore led to separate 
out as special cases those instances when some roots are equal or nearly equal 
to give a good coverage of possible situations which could arise in practice. 
The following lemma and its corollaries give the asymptotic behavior of the 
integrals (2.5). The proof is due essentially to Anderson [I]. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
s o(m) exp(tr( l/2)% RESH)(B) - 2” exp fi (24n~~#~, (2.6) id 
so(,) exp(tr - (1/2)n RH’SH)(dH) - 2” exp (-(1/2)n 2 r&-4+r) 
1-l 
where 
* fi (27r/?zC,~)1~~, (2.7) 
id 
Cij = (Yi - Yj)(S( - Sj) (2.8) 
and the roots of R and S are strictly unequal and ordered in descending order. 
The measure (dH) is the invariant measure on O(m) defined as in James [7]. 
Proof. The result (2.7) was proved by Anderson [I] (with the ordering 
of the roots of S reversed). Then (2.6) follows by noting that the maxima of 
tr RH’SH are the minima of tr(-RH’SH), and the latter are achieved at the 
2” matrices of the form 
H= I* 
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COROLLARY 2.1. If R, and S are k x k and m x m diagonal matrices 
respectively, k f m, with unequal elements ordered in descending order, then 
- 2” exp ((1/2)n 5 r&) fi (27r/n~,~)~/~ fi fi (2v/nd,#12, (2.9) 
i=l i<j i=1j=le+1 
where cu isgiven by (2.8) and dij = ri(s/ - sj) for i = l,..., k and j = k + l,..., m. 
V(k, m) is the Stiefel manifold consisting of all m x k matrices H1 with orthonorma, 
columns (see James [7J). 







and HSU’S result (2.4) applies. The Hessian was calculated by James [lo]. 
COROLLARY 2.2. With R and S as in Lemma 2.1, but with the last (m - k) 
roots of R being equal to r, 
lo,, exp (tr in RH’SH) (dH) 
with ctg as before and eij = (ri - r)(si - q) for i = l,..., k and j = k + l,,.., m. 
Proof. Partitioning 
R = [; rIz-,l> H= [&:KA 
the integrand in (2.10) becomes 
exp(tr $nrS) exp(tr $n(R, - rI) H,‘SH,) 
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and is independent of Hz which can be integrated out according to Lemma 2.2 
below. 
Note. A result similar to (2.10) was proved by James [lo] (with a minus 
sign in the exponent). It should be noticed that James normalizes the measure 
(dH) so that the volume of O(m) is unity. Throughout this paper we use 
unnormalized measures, equivalent to ordinary Lebesgue measure, so that 
(and Vol( V(m, m)) = Vol(O(m))), regarding I+, m) as a point set in 
@(2m - k - 1)-d imensional Euclidean space (see [7]). 
We conclude this section with a lemma which enables us, given a function 
f(H) of an orthogonal matrix, to first integrate over the last m - k columns 
of H, the first k columns beingfixed, and then to integrate over these k columns. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
where H = [HI : H,1, HI is m x k and G = G(H,) is any m x (m - k) matrix 
with orthonormal columns orthogonal to HI (so that GG’ = I - HIHI’). 
Proof. For fixed HI , the manifold s+$, say, spanned by the columns of 
H, can be generated by orthogonal transformations of any fixed matrix G 
chosen so that [HI : Gj is an orthogonal matrix, i.e. any Hz E Z2 can be written 
as Hz = GK, and as H, runs over X2, K runs over O(m - k) and the rela- 
tionship is one-to-one. Denoting the columns of H2 by hlc+i, j = l,..., m - k, 
and those of K by kj, we have 
dhk+i = G dkj 
for fixed G. Now the invariant measure on O(m) is given by (see [7]) 
(dH) = i”r hi’ dhl = fi hi’ dhj mff fi h;+i dhj WG h;+$ dhk+, 
a>i i?i i-1 i==l f>5 
= fi hi’ dh, “iT” fi k,‘G’ dh, 5k k; dk, 
i>5 i-1 i=l f>l 
= (dH,)(dK). 
Note that this transformation of the measure (dH) is to be interpreted as: 
first integrate over K for fixed HI , and then integrate over HI . 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF #',(a;~; R,S) 
In the distribution (2.3) the function $$(&(n, + n,); &, ; $Q, B) appears, 
where B is a diagonal matrix with elements 1 > b, > b, > ..* > b, > 0, 
and Q is a matrix of noncentrality parameters with roots co > w1 > us. > 
. . . ) , w, 3 0. Situations arise in practice (in multiple discriminant analysis) 
where some or all of the wi are large, some equal or some zero. In this section 
we give a series of theorems which, in combination, describe the asymptotic 
behavior of 1Fr when some, at least, of the wi are large. 
We examine first the case of the function $‘,(a; c; R) of one argument 
matrix. In the original sampling situation, Q = 2FMM’ and if some of the 
mean vectors in M are large, say 
iV1/2M, 




then D would be of the form (writing R in place of Sz), 
R = [j,j:(;;;, 
IW2R 
& l2 f 1 RI1 is k x k, 
N being a “large” parameter. Note that for large N, the roots of R are approxi- 
mately equal to those of NR,, together with those of R,, - R$&~R,, . Our 
commencing point is the integral representation (Hem [q) 
r9nw $‘,(a; c; R) = rm(a) rm(c _ a) I o<w<, exp(tr RW)(det W)a--(1/2J(m+1) 
. &(I- U3c-~-(l/W(m+l) dw, (3.2) 
where we temporarily assume Re(c - u) > +(m - 1) so that the integral 
converges. This restriction may be dropped at the end. We require also the 
Kummer transformation (see [5]) 
$,(a; c; R) = exp(tr R) 1Fl(c - a; c; -R). 
Then, if R is of the form (3.1) above, we have 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.1. 
$,(a; c; R) - (r&)/r&)) exp@r NR,J exdtr !C2Ri%2Wt WP 
. ,F,(a - (1/2)k; c - (1/2)k; R,, - R;,R;;RR,,) (3.4) 
USN-GC.0. 
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Proof. To avoid writing out long expressions we merely sketch the proof. 
The details, including evaluation and simplification of the constants, are 
reasonably straightforward and will be omitted. Combining (3.2) and (3.3), 




w;2 1 w22 9 W,, is k x k. 
Transform to variables X given by 
X 
12 
= N1’2X-1’2W W-1’2 
11 12 22 
X2, = (I + X;,(NX,;’ - I)-’ Xl,)“” W,,(I + X;,(NX,;I - 1)-l Xl2)“2 
with Jacobian 
N-(l/P)k(m+l)(& Xll)(l/2)lm-k) 
* (det X22)(1’2)k det(1 + X;,(NXGr - 1)-i X12)-(1’2)(m+1) 
The ranges of the new variables are 0 < X,, < NIk, X;,X,, < I,,& and 
0 < X2, < I,,&. As N -+ co, X;,(NXz - I)-l Xl2 -+ 0, and we have 
$‘,(a; c; R) - rmb4 r&4 rw& - 4 
Nk@+ exp(tr R) 
* s exp[tr(---Rl,&,) + t+-R22X22) + tr(-2RLJ::“&2X~,‘2)l 
(det Xl,) - - / c a (1 Z)(k+l) ( det X22)c-a-(1/2)(m-k+l) 
det(l - Xz2)a-‘W-W” m-k+11 det(l _ ~;2~12)C-"-'I/2~~m-k'-'1/2"k+l' dx, 
the range of integration of Xl1 now being Xl, > 0. We now integrate over 
X1, and Xl1 (in that order) using formulae (3.6) and (2.5) of Herz [5] and 
then over X2, using (3.2) and (3.3) above. Q.E.D. 
In principle, further terms in the asymptotic expansion of &(a; c; R) could 
be obtained from a refinement of the above analysis. In practice, the integrals 
become intractable except in the special case k = m; i.e., all elements and 
roots of R large. We give the results for this special case. 
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,F&; c; NR) N $$$ (det NR)a-C exp(tr NR) 
((l/2)@ + 1) - 4, (c - 4, ~#w 
k! N” 
Proof. Substitute (3.3) in (3.2), change variables to X = NW, expand 
det(l- N-IX) - / a (r s)(m+i) formally as a series in zonal polynomials and integrate 
over X > 0. Q.E.D. 
It is now relatively easy to derive the asymptotic behavior of ,F,(u; c; R, S) 
by combining Theorem 3.1 with Lemma 2.1 and its corollaries, since 
,Fl(a; c; R, S) = 2+%r-~11z)n~2~ m( +m) /ocmjP~~a; c; RH’=WH). (3.5) 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R and S be m x m diagonal matrices, the elements of S 
strictly unequal and ordered in decreasing order, and let R be of the farm 
Rz[~: ;j, R,iskxk, 
the elements of RI strictly unequal and ordered t’n decreasing order. Then, as N -+ w, 
Pl(a; c; 4 s) 
N x F, (i m) 7+/4)k(k+r) exp(tr NR,S,)(det NRISl)*c 
rk(4 
* A@ - (1/2)k; c - (1/2)k; R, , S,) fi (NC&~/~ fi fi (Nd#” 
id i=l j=k+l 
(3.6) 
where cij and di5 are as in (2.9). 
Proof. Substituting (3.4) in (3.5) with 
R 11 = R1+$ ‘SH R112 1 1 1  , R,, = R;“H,‘SH,R;‘“, R,, = R;/“H,‘SH,R;‘“, 
6831613-3 




det(NR,Hl’SHl)a-c exp(tr R,H,‘XH,) 
F (a - $k; c - ;k; R,H,‘(S - X) H2) (dH) 11 (3.7) 
where we have put X = SHl(Hl’SHl)-l HI’S From HSU’S result (2.4), the 
asymptotic behavior of the integrand in (3.7) depends only on the behavior of 
the integrand at the maxima of tr R,H,‘SH, and from Corollary 2.1 to Lemma 








Hence, in applying Lemma 2.2 to integrate over H, it is sufficient to evaluate 
the integral over H, at any of the values (3.8) for HI. Therefore, putting 
H, = GK, K E O(m - k), we can choose 
0 G= ..a . [ 1 Lk
At these values of HI , 
K is then easily integrated out of (3.7) and the integral with respect to HI 
is given by Corollary 2.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.3. If k = m in Theorem 3.3, then 
,&(a; c; NR, S> - -$$ r, (f m) &l/*)m(m+l) exp(tr NRS) det(NRS)a-6 
- fi (NC&~/~. (3.9) 
i<i 
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THEOREM 3.4. With S as in Theorem 3.3, but R of the form 
[ 
RI 0 
R = N 0 I Yl,-, 7 
Rx as before, then 
,&(a; c; R, S> - r-(c):;(;/2)m) ,+1/4)k(k+l) exp(tr NRS)(& NRS)"-c 
ma 
* fi (Ncij)-liz fi fi (Ne,)-l12, 
i<i i=l +k+l 
where cii and e,? are as in (2.10). 
Proof. Substitute (3.4) in (3.5) (with k = m) and apply Corollary 2.2. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC SERIES FOR lFl(a;c;R, S) 
In this section we derive further terms in the asymptotic expansions for 
,F,(a; c; R, S) by means of partial-differential equations satisfied by the func- 
tion. As pointed out in the discussion following Theorem 3.1, this would be 
possible in principle by a more careful analysis of the integrals. One could 
commence with an asymptotic series for ,F,(a; c; R) and integrate over the 
orthogonal group extending the results of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Such a method, 
if tractable, is seen to lead to an asymptotic series of the form 
P’&; c; R, S) = F -F,, + (&IN) + (F,/N2) + -.., 
and, in fact, of the form F = F,G where 
G - 1 + (P,IN) + (P,/N2) + +.* (4-l) 
and the Pi are independent of N. 
Briefly our method is as follows. From the differential equation for F, obtain 
the differential equation for G (F,, , of course, is given by the results in Theorems 
3.3 or 3.4). The differential equation satisfied by G turns out to be of the form 
(NA, +d,)G =fG (4.2) 
where A, and A, are differential operators in R and S, independent of N, and 
f = f (R, S) is also independent of N. Formally substituting (4.1) in (4.2) 
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and equating coefficients of like powers of N-l on both sides gives a recursive 
system of differential equations for the Pk: 
Ad’, =f 
A&‘,c + (A, -f> Pk-1 = 0, k = 2, 3,... . (4.3) 
We can solve the system (4.3) for the Pk successively. The method is validated 
by the uniqueness of asymptotic power series; i.e., if 
0 - ;, (Alp& + (A, - f) PM) N-k 
then A,P, + (A, - f)Pk, = 0. 
In our applications the operator A, will be a f&-order linear differential 
operator, and for convenience we quote the general form of solution of first 
order linear partial-differential equations in a form suitable for our purposes. 
Given the differential equation 
where the fi are independent of P, and given any particular solution, Q, of 
(4.9, then the general solution of (4.5) is 
P = Q + ‘y(ul ,..., ~n-l) (4.6) 
where the arbitrary function Y is the general solution of the homogeneous- 
differential equation CL, f,(aP/ax,) = 0. ui = ci are any n - 1 independent 
solutions of the system of ordinary-differential equations 




We consider first the case of Corollary 3.3; i.e., all elements of S unequal 
and all elements of R large and unequal. Introducing again the dummy variable 
N, the function ,F,(a; c; NR, S) satisfies the partiaLdifFerential equation (see 
Constantine and Muirhead [4]) 
- N f ri2 s - Na i r$F = 0. 
i-1 1 61 
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From (3.9) we put (ignoring the constant) 
and obtain for G the partial-differential equation 
This is of the form (4.2) with 
and 
Substituting G = 1 + CT=‘=, N-‘CP, gives the system (4.3). The general solution 
is of the form (4.6), 
where Qk is any particular solution and the ui are any (2m - 1) independent 
solutions of the system 
4 4 - = - = . . . - dsfa dr, - - - . . . 
%s, 2r,s, 2r&n -112 
=d’;,. 
-r,2 (4.11) 
Such solutions are easily found to be 
2 2- Uf = t-f si - ci , i = I,..., m 
1 1 
U -----cc mu - ri r m 
rnfi > i = l,..., m - 1. 
(4.12) 
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We now apply boundary conditions to evaluate !P, . Looking at (4.8) we 
see that F, F, and therefore G must satisfy the boundary conditions 
and 
G(N, R, S) = G(N, S, R) (4.13) 
G(N, R, S) = G(NR, S). (4.14) 
Each N-I”p, must satisfy these conditions also. Therefore, if we can find a 
Qk such that N-“Q, satisfies them, so must N-“!P, . Examination of (4.12) 
shows that the function lu, satisfying (4.13) must be identically constant. The 
constant can then be evaluated from the form of Qk and condition (4.14). 
A particular solution of the first equation in (4.3), d,P, = f, where d, and f 
are given by (4.10), is easily found to be 
f'l = Ql = (a -4 (a - f (m +1,) Fl -$ + $ zj G', (4.15) 
where, as usual, cij = (ri - rj)(si - sj). Qr satisfies (4.13) and therefore 
PI = Qr + LY, (Y constant. Since N-lP, satisfies (4.14) it follows that a = 0, 
so that (4.15) gives the complete solution. Similarly, we find 
PZ = QZ = f (a - 4' (a - i @ + 1))' (gl 4~)' 
- i (a - c) (a - 2 (m + 1))(2a - c - i (m + 3,) tl -$q 
(4.16) 
Further P, could be calculated if required, the form of the terms in it being 
clear from (4.16). We have, therefore 
,F,(u; C; NR, S) = Kl exp fi (Nrisi)‘-’ fi (Nc#~)-~/’ 
t=1 i<j 
(1 + (PIP) + (PO21 + OP-‘)) (4.17) 
where Kl is given in (3.9) and PI and Pz are given by (4.15) and (4.16). 
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Using (4.17) we can derive the asymptotic expansion for the case of Theorem 
3.3, i.e., some roots of R small. We define GI by 
. fj j$+l (N~;)-~P,F,(u - +k; c - 8k; R2 3 Sz) *GI 
(4.18) 
(from 3.6), where for j = k + l,..., m we have “symmetrized” the dij by 
replacing ri(si - sj) with cz = (rl - N+,)(s, - s#). Since c$di, -+ 1 as 
N-+ co, we have not disturbed the asymptotic formula (3.6). Now, if we 
replace R, by NR, and substitute the asymptotic expansion 
1Fl(~ - +k; c - ?$k; NR, , S,) = I& exp 
. fi (Ncij)-l12 G, 
!z 
in (4.18) and equate to (4.17), it follows that 
G = GlG2 ; 
that is, GL contains those terms which when multiplied by those in G, give G. 
We thus obtain 
G = 1 + (l/N) (a - ~)(a - (1/2)(m + 1)) i (l/~~~i) + (l(4) i CZ’ 
I i=l i<j 
+ (l(4) i 5 c::-, + O(N-z). (4.19) 
G-1 idct1 
The term of order N-a is rather lengthy and will not be given here. Note that 
G1 does not contain terms in (si - $1 for i, j > k so that the expansion 
is valid for arbitrary R, , including zero or equal elements. 
The asymptotic expansion in the remaining case of Theorem 3.4 is similarly 
obtained. We merely substitute NYI for Rz in (4.18) and use the result in 
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Theorem 3.2. It is of interest, however, to note that this expansion could be 
obtained from the modified differential equation 
-N &++r+)-Na(i rt+(m-k)r F=O 
i=l 1 i-l 
for rF1 when the last m - K elements of R are identically equal to iVr. Up 
to order N-2 we have 
+ ‘4 i c? + ‘4 i f c$) + O(N-71 (4.20) 
d<j s=lI-k+l 
where F, is given in Theorem 3.4. 
The results from this section and Section 3 can be substituted in (2.3) to 
give asymptotic forms for the distribution. We give just one simple example. 
Substituting (3.6) (with a = $(nr + Q, c = &ii , R = @2, 5’ = B) in (2.3) 
(and dropping the dummy variable N) gives the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. The asymptotic joint distribution of the latent roots of the 
matrix B, when the $rst k latent roots w1 ,..., uk of the noncentrality matrix $2 
are large, is 
(1'2)(lz1--m-1) i (1 _ bi)(1/2)bz-m-1) fJ (bi _ &)1/2 (fi wibi)'l'z'*z 
i=l I=1 
x fi fi (b, - bp 
14 j=k+l 
,W&, + n2 - kh 4h - k); P, 3 B,). (4.21) 
The value of the constant in (4.21) is easily obtained from (3.6) and (2.3). 
From (4.21) we easily obtain 
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COROLLARY 4.1. The asymptotic conditional distribution of the last roots 
b k+l ,..., b, given the jirst roots b, ,..., bk is 
const fi fi (bi - ai) 
t-1 j=k+l 
l/2 exp (-a ,$+1 wJo( hj)ll/l)(-) 
x fi (1 - ~()w(n,--m-l) 
r-k+1 
n2 - 4 a<%- 4; 922, B,), (4.22) 
id 
which does not depend 012 the @$ulatiott paramet#s w1 ,..., OJ&, and depends 
on b, )...) bl, v&z the “linkage” factor 
The most important practical case is when wk+l = **. = w, = 0 (i.e., 
9, = 0), in which case the IFI function in (4.22) is identically equal to one. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC SERIES FOR $,,(- &zR,S) 
The derivation of asymptotic series for ,$‘,(-&zR, S) for large w is very 
similar to that for 1Fl , and, in fact, the algebra is simpler and it is possible 
to derive further terms without much extra labor. As with lFl, we are led to 
consider a number of different cases: 
(i) all roots of R and S different and widely spaced; 
(ii) some roots not widely spaced; and 
(iii) some roots of R equal. 
Consider first (ii), a case which has not been widely studied. We assume for 
convenience that the roots of R and S are ordered 0 < rr < r2 < .*. < r,,, , 
s, > s2 > 1.. > s, > 0, that the first k roots of R are “widely spaced” but 
that the last m - k roots are not. More precisely, we assume that 
Yi - Yj = O(n-1) for i,j = k + l,..., m. (5.1) 
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Note that this includes case (iii) also, i.e., ri = rj for i,i > R + 1. Then, 
partitioning Ii and H as before, 
* $,,(-@R, S) = 2-mrr(1/2)mzl’~(~m) 
J 
o(m) exp(tr - &zRH’SH)(dH) 
= 2-V+-(l/Z)~z~m($m) s exp(tr - &zR,H,‘SH,) O(m) 
x exp(tr - +nR,H,‘SH,)(dH) 
= 2-%-(r/s)kmI’k( &m) s,(, m) exp(tr - &zR,H,‘SH,) 
x ,F,(- W2 , G’SG)(dH,) (5.2) 
(using (2.11)), where GG’ = I - H,H,‘. Putting 
the mean of the roots of R2, we have 
,F,,(-i&R, , G’SG) = exp(-&nir, tr S(I - H,H,‘)) 
x ,F,,(-&z(R, - fJ), G’SG). (5.3) 
From the assumptions (5.1), the elements of R, - ?I are O(n-r) and hence 
the 8, function on the right-hand side of (5.3) is bounded above and below. 
Substituting (5.3) in (5.2) we can apply Hsu’s result (2.4) and Corollary 2.1 
to obtain 
,F,(-(l/2) nR, S) - m -W2)kmT~((1/2)m) exp i--(1/2)n i rzf) 
i=l 
x i (2n/ncii)1/2 fi fi (2~r/nd.$~~~ $‘,,(-(l/2) nR2, S,) 
+<j i=l id+1 
(5.4) 
where cij = (ri - r.j)(Sj - si) for i,i = l,..., R and dz = (ri - T&S) - Q) for 
i=l ,..., k;j = k + I,..., m. 
For i = k + l,..., m, f2 = ri + O(n-l) so that it is valid to replace ri - F2 
by yi - ri for symmetry. The asymptotic result (5.4) verifies a conjecture 
by James [9]. 
As for 1Fl , it is seen that it is sufficient to derive the asymptotic series for 
pt, for case (i) above only. The series for cases (ii) and (iii) are readily obtainable 
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by the technique described in Section 4. The differential equation for F = ,,F,, 
is (see [4]) 
Putting F = FOG, where 
(from (5.4), with R = m), and cij = (ri - y5)(sj - si), we obtain for G the 
differential equation 
G = 0. 
The operator A, is the same as in Section 4 so that it is sufficient to find particular 
solutions for Pk , G = 1 + CFzl n-kP* , satisfying 
and 
P&C S> = P,(S, R) 
?Z-‘P,(R, s) = P,(?ZR, s). 
The first three Pk are 
(5.5) 
where cii = (yi - r5)(sj - so. The form of P, verifies a conjecture of Anderson 
[l]. Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) with their special cases in (2.1) gives the joint 
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asymptotic distributions of the roots of the Wishart matrix. For example, 
substituting (5.4) (with S = L, R = 2-l = A) in (2.1) gives the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. The asymptotic joint distribution of the latent roots 1, > 
4 > .*. 1, > 0 of the matrix L for large degrees of freedom n, when the roots 
aI ,..., or, of the information matrix A = 2-l satisfy 
with CX( - CQ = O(n-1) for i, j = k + l,..., m, is 
x fi fi ( k 1 ij )Ije 
i=l j=k+l 
’ (&, +lia)% (jG1 ‘jw~)(~-~-‘) fi (Ii - Zj) ,,F~ (- 1 nL, , A2), (5.6) k+l 2 
id 
where L, = diag(l,, ,..., I,) and A, = diag(orktz ,..., ill,). 
COROLLARY 5.1. The asymptotic conditional distribution of the last roots 
1 Ic+l ,..., 1, given the first roots II ,..., 1, is 
x oFo(-w,, 4, (5.7) 
which does not depend on the population parameters q ,..,, LU, and depends on 
I 1 ,..., 1, via the “linkage” factor 
In the special case when (Y~+~ = *** = OL, = 0: (i.e., A, = OJ), 
and (5.6) and (5.7) reduce to [lo, (3.11) and (3.13)] of James. 
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6. ASYMPTOTIC SERIES FOR ,F,(&t;-- R,S) 
Asymptotic series for lFo(i n; -R, S) can be derived as above from the 
partial-differential equation given by Constantine and Muirhead [4]. For the 
case of all roots of R and S unequal, Chang [2] proved that 
1Fo 
( 
$z; -R, S) w  r?ldu ID4 * *( y4m2 g (1 + risit (l z)(n-m-1) fi ($r’2 (6.1) ’ 
i-l 
for rl > r2 > ..‘>r,>O,O<s,<s,<...<s,,andcl~=(r,--~)(s--si). 
Putting F = F,G, where F,, is given by (6.1), we obtain for G the partial- 
differential equation 
W, + 4)G =fG 
where N = +(n - m - l), and 
The use of 12 - m - 1 instead of tl as the large parameter simplifies the form 
of the Pk . A boundary condition for G is 
G(N, R, S) = G(N, S, R). (6.3) 
Unfortunately we do not have the homogeneity condition (4.14) so that our 
asymptotic series is incompletely determined. However, as before, (6.3) is 
sufficient to determine the Pk up to an additive constant, and the constants 
can be factored out of the series as follows. 
Put G = 1 + x:-r N-kPk in the differential equation and equate coefficients 
of like powers of N-r on both sides. The first equation in the system is 
A,P, = f. 
With the aid of (6.3) we solve for PI up to an additive constant, 
PI = PI* + a,. 
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The next equation is 
AZ, + A$‘, = Plf. 
Putting Pz = Qa + a,P,*, we obtain 
A$'~* +A,Q, = Pl*f 
which solves for Qa and hence Pz up to a constant: 
Pz = Pz* + alPI* + a2. 
Proceeding in this way, we solve for Pk in terms of the particular solutions 
Pzel ,..., PI* as 
pk = pk * + (EIPzel + a2Pze2 + “’ $- akvlPl * + ak . 
Hence, we obtain G in the form 
G = 1 + f N-kPk* 1 + f 
k=l k=l 
(6.4) 
with constants ck that so far we have been unable to evaluate. However, for 
some purposes this form of G may be sufficient; for example, for numerical 
work on the likelihood function of (1 in (2.2) the constant multiplier in (6.4) 
is irrelevant as only functions of A are appropriate. The first three Pk* are 
dif = tyi - y3)(sj - %) 
(1 + yisi)( 1 + yjsj) ' 
(6.5) 
Asymptotic series for other cases of interest, e.g., some roots of R equal or 
nearly equal, are easily obtainable using the techniques given in Sections 4 
and 5. 
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